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28 Mar 2007 . CNN will release Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews, a three-disc DVD
collection containing more than nine hours of programming. The collections will feature
King's most compelling interviews with movie and television stars, comedians, talk show
hosts, presidents and newsmakers from CNN's.

TITLE: The Best of Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews. AUTHOR: Larry King. Good Usual signs of a well read book but good overall condition. May not be suitable as a present.
They must be in GBP Sterling and be made out to Goldstone Books. | eBay!
20 Aug 2015 . So when faced with Larry King's quick-fire interview approach at the Bootsy
Bellows club on LA's Sunset Strip for his recent rare TV interview on Larry King Live –
conducted, Moz explained, “because of you really, your reputation, your name, that's enough”
– he initially seemed as guarded as usual.
Find great deals for Larry King Live: Greatest Interviews Collection (DVD, 2007, 3-Disc Set).
Shop with confidence on eBay!
Amazon.in - Buy Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews book online at best prices in India
on Amazon.in. Read Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews book reviews & author details
and more at Amazon.in. Free delivery on qualified orders.
14 Dec 2010 - 2 minFive of "Larry King Live's" funniest celebrity interviews.
25 Aug 2015 . Larry King sat down with Millan last year and discussed his best tips for
training dogs, and how he's overcome some of his own personal struggles. Here five facts
Larry . His biggest splurge? The tractor on his . aside from dogs. To see Cesar's full length
interview with Larry King go to ora.tv/larrykingnow.
18 Dec 2010 . “[My final interview] is the same person I started the show off with. [It will be
52nd Governor of New York] Mario Cuomo, the first guest I had 25-and-a-half years ago.
We're flying him out to LA to do the show,” said the host. The grand finale episode of “Larry
King Live” struck television screens with a bang.
CNN's durable interview/call-in show with the avuncular, suspenders-wearing host, who leads
diverse panel discussions. The questions are sometimes of the softball variety, but the chat is
intelligent and it seems as if King has booked every notable newsmaker and entertainer,
including Ronald Reagan, George Bush.
Join award-winning interviewer Larry King as he shares the frankest, funniest and most
fascinating moments from his television series.
Larry King's Awkward Janet Jackson Interview. Matt Cherette · 11/04/10 09:00PM. Janet
Jackson was the guest for the hour on Larry King Live tonight. In two of the interview's most
awkward moments, King a) told Jackson that her album title was "self-crediting," and b) didn't
understand one of her obvious jokes.
Additional Details. Contains excerpts from the Larry King live television series originally
broadcast on CNN. Host: Larry King. Guests include: Angelina Jolie, Al Pacino, Sir Paul
McCartney, Elizabeth Taylor, Bono, Frank Sinatra, Christopher Reeve, Marlon Brando,
Audrey Hepburn, Sammy Davis Jr., Cher, George Clooney,.
20 Aug 2015 . Morrissey agreed to appear on Larry King's online TV show last night (August
19th) in an appearance that was billed as the singer's most comprehensive in a decade. The
lengthy interview probed all areas of the singer's life, with Morrissey offering opinions on
Obama - "Is he white inside? I think it's a very.
Tell It to the King. With P. Occhiogrosso. New York: G. P. Putnam's, 1990. When You 're
from Brooklyn, Everything Else Is Tokyo, with M. Appel. Boston: Little, Brown, 1992. On the
Line: The New Road to the White House. New York: Harcourt Brace, 1993. The Best of Larry
King Live: The Greatest Interviews. Atlanta: Turner.
Looking for books by Larry King? See all books authored by Larry King, including How to
Talk to Anyone, Anytime, Anywhere: The Secrets of Good Communication, and Love Stories
of World War II, and more on ThriftBooks.com.
6 Jul 2017 . Subscribe in Apple Podcasts or with your favorite podcatcher to make sure you

automatically get two new interviews a week through August 15th. It's Larry King! . Otherwise
you know him from Larry King Live, CNN's most watched show ever that ended in 2010 after
a remarkable 25-year run. Larry's pretty.
Encore: Celebrating Larry King Live. December 20, 2010. • Encore: Interview With Colin
Powell ... Donald Trump Hosts the 25th Anniversary, Interviews Larry King. June 04, 2010. •
Interview with LeBron James. June 03, 2010 . Biggest Loser Drops 264 Lbs. May 25, 2010. •
Interview with Philippe Cousteau. May 24, 2010.
Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews: Amazon.es: Cnn: Libros.
Interview With Larry King of CNN's "Larry King Live" ... They're the biggest supporters your
party has—the trade unions in America have been. . They've got a year's backlog, and 25
percent of the Harleys are sold overseas, and the biggest foreign market is now Japan, which
makes the only competitors to Harley and.
Eric Andre on politics, Judaism, & his bizarre talk show. Larry King NowAug 05 '16. It's a
meeting of the minds. Eric Andre, who set out to be the world's worst talk show host, meets
his match in one of the planet's greatest broadcasters in an interview that goes down as the
strangest in 'Larry King Now' history. Podcast.
16 Dec 2010 . “Larry King Live” signs off Thursday after 25 years on CNN and more
captivating moments than we can count. In recognition, here are five of the best of Larry —
solid political interviews, bizarre celebrity disclosures, and lots of reminders that the last word
in the show's title is “Live.” Thanks for the memories,.
Amazon.ca - Buy Larry King Live: Greatest Interviews Collection at a low price; free shipping
on qualified orders. See reviews & details on a wide selection of Blu-ray & DVDs, both new
& used.
So, I invite you to follow his lead and listen in to this interview with the media legend Larry
King in Episode 361. .. my Ex Lover shall return back to me on his knees. i decided to try him
because the source of his contact was very legit. to my greatest surprise after all the long
suffering, within 48 hours of contacting Dr happy,.
2 Oct 2014 . Larry King's career stretches back nearly seven decades, ranging from his early
days as a radio broadcaster in Florida to 25 years at the helm of Larry King Live on CNN. .
Throughout his career, the legendary host has interviewed some of the biggest names in
media, politics and pop culture. But there is.
10 Sep 2016 . Trump is being criticized after the interview aired on Russia Today.
After 25 years on CNN and more than 50 years in broadcasting, Larry King is finally hung up
the mike. But one doesn't spend that much time on TV without a few memorable, awkward or
truly bizarre moments. Here are a few of the suspendered one's highlights during his time on
cable news. RELATED: - Larry King.
27 May 2015 - 2 min - Uploaded by George Schlatter ProductionsDonald and Melania Trump's
2005 interview as newlyweds (CNN Larry King Live full .
Larry King Live transcript. Larry King Live The Artist Formerly Known as Prince Discusses
His Latest Album, "Rave Un2 the Joy Fantastic" Aired December 10, 1999 - 9:00 p.m. ET .
We'll replay an interview tomorrow. And among the ... from them. KING: Dick Clark just
rated it one of the 10 greatest songs of the millennium.
13 Dec 2010 . The range of subjects touched by “Larry King Live” has always amazed and
amused outside commentators. “Not many people could interview Putin and then Snooki,”
said Katie Couric, the CBS News anchor. Mr. Maher cited a memorable example: “One night it
was Margaret Thatcher, the next night it was.
20 Jun 2011 . I recently had the honor of interviewing Larry King,who is the former host of
CNN's Larry King Live, the first worldwide phone-in talk show. The Emmy-winning . In this

interview, Larry King reveals his biggest accomplishment, biggest disappointment, some of his
favorite interviews, and more. Secretary of.
17 Dec 2010 . The final live show of Larry King Live was a sad "so long" for the acclaimed,
veteran interviewer as CNN fails to stop a precipitous decline in viewer ratings. . Larry King
smiles during the final broadcast of Larry King Live at the Los Angeles studio Photo:
REUTERS . Larry King's greatest ever interview.
29 Jan 2014 . News legend Larry King joined HuffPost Live on Wednesday to talk about his
departure from CNN after 25 years as the host of Larry King Live, and the current state of
cable news. During the interview, King shared his biggest personal regret. “If I could change
one day in my life, it was the day I started.
16 Dec 2010 . Larry's childlike curiosity hasn't waned after 53 years of broadcasting and a
quarter century on his CNN television show. Tonight, Larry King Live comes to a close. The
final show will be a surprise — which is exactly the way Larry likes it. He has always prided
himself on showing up for an interview with no.
13 Sep 2015 . Timothy Sykes Blog - my larry king interview amazing 25 minute video. . I was,
at the time, trading Netscape and Yahoo, which were two of the biggest companies. And my
account would go from $12,100 to 11,900, so I gravitated ... I live pretty much as good as can
be expected. Larry: Were you anywhere.
Celebrating his 50th year in broadcasting in 2007, CNN's Larry King is the host of the
network's "Larry King Live," the first worldwide phone-in television talk show and the
network's highest-rated program. Disc 1: Hollywood Film Stars & Legends Guests include:
George Clooney, Marlon Brando, Angelina Jolie, Frank Sinatra.
Tell It to the King (with Peter Occhiogrosso), 1990. When You're from Brooklyn, Everywhere
Else Is Tokyo (with Marty Appel), 1992. On the Line: The Road to the White House (with
Mark Stencel), 1993. The Best of Larry King Live: His Greatest Interviews, 1995. Future Talk:
Conversations About Tomorrow with Today's Most.
Television Series (selected) 1985- Larry King Live Films Ghostbusters, 1984; Lost in America,
1985; Eddie and the Cruisers II: Eddie Lives!, 1989; Crazy People, 1990; . 1992 On the Line:
The New Road to the White House (with Mark Stencel), 1993 The Best of Larry King Live:
The Greatest Interviews, 1995 Anything Goes!
The Best of Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews by Larry King. (Paperback
9781570362088)
14 Dec 2015 . Watch Joanna Newsom teach Larry King how to play harp during an interview
on the host's web series. . Harp Technique. Musician also talks love of Kendrick Lamar, hatred
of Spotify during 'Larry King Now' interview .. She calls husband Andy Samberg "probably
the biggest super-fan" of her music.
By the time “Larry King Live” went off the air in December 2010, the legendary host had
conducted some 50,000 interviews, by his account, during his more than 50-year .. In the
Mississippi River Valley near New Madrid, Missouri, the greatest series of earthquakes in U.S.
history begins when a quake of an estimated 8.6.
24 Aug 2017 . controlling your environment. “The secret for my longevity, is the love of what
I do. I may have an unhappy day at home, things may not go right, but when that light goes
on, I control my environment.” One of Cal's fears of doing a podcast is not being able to
control a live interview; Larry – You have to trust.
Talk-Show · A 3-disc DVD set that commemorates the 50th anniversary of "Larry King Live".
8 Jun 2017Update: "PoliticKING with Larry King" is produced and owned entirely by Ora
Media, LLC .
16 Dec 2010 . Tonight is Larry King's last show on CNN. ; Here are some of our famous

moments.
12 Mar 2012 . UPDATED: The ex-CNN anchor, 78, will headline an interview program on
mogul Carlos Slim's forthcoming internet TV network. Now that he's off CNN's airwaves,
Larry King is going fully digital. The 78-year-old veteran interviewer is launching a daily talk
format similar to CNN's Larry King Live and slated.
7 Jul 2010 . CNN Larry King Live interview with PM Netanyahu . KING: Mr. Prime Minister,
have there been times, though, since President Obama took office, where you felt that
friendship or that tie weakened? NETANYAHU: No, a lot of things that the public is .
America's the world's greatest democracy. We have both.
Larry King Live: Greatest Interviews Collection [3 Discs]. Format: DVD Release Date:
04/17/2007. Buy New. Availability: In Stock. Reg. Price: $24.99. On Sale: $20.98. Member
Price: $18.88. add to wishlist · Notify Me. Reg. Price: $1.99. Member Price: $1.79. add to
wishlist.
LARRY KING LIVE: GREATEST INTERVIEWS COLLECTION. Diretor: KING, LARRY. (0
Avaliações). Produto Indisponível. Preencha seu email abaixo para avisarmos quando ele
estiver disponível. Avise-me. Veja mais títulos de Documentário. Sinopse. Detalhes do
Produto. Formato: DVD; Origem: IMPORTADO.
2 Sep 1987 . Because somebody had to, Larry. I watch -- and again, it's a very important point.
Japan is a money machine. Saudi Arabia is a money machine. Kuwait. These are money
machines, the greatest ever created. The United States is -- if it were a corporation, it would be
bankrupt. It's losing two hundred billion.
30 Jun 2010 . Stuart Heritage: As the chatshow host ends Larry King Live after 25 years, he
leaves many memorable clips. Here are six of the best. . It helped to strengthen Gore's
reputation, turned Perot into a perennial target for satirists, and Larry King himself holds it up
as his greatest moment. This video is only part.
25 Oct 2017 . TURNER HM ENTERTAINM Larry King Live - The Greatest Interviews.
Description. TURNER HM ENTERTAINM TURNER HM ENTERTAINM Larry King Live The Greatest Interviews click to zoom. Shop Your Way; Pinterest; Google+; Email. add to
registry. Create a Gift Registry. add to list. Which list would.
Top 10 Larry King Moments. In his tenure as host of the eponymous CNN interview show
Larry King Live, the King has conducted some 50,000 interviews with persons of the moment.
As he hangs up his suspenders, TIME takes a look at his most memorable moments from a
quarter-century on air. Story · All Best and Worst.
17 Dec 2010 . Image Credit: Everett CollectionWhen Larry King signed off last night, it
marked the end of an era. For the past 25 years, Larry King Live has been CNN's flagship
show, a forum for long-form interviews with the famous by choice — politicians, heads of
state, movie stars, television personalities, musicians.
Shop for larry king live on Etsy, the place to express your creativity through the buying and
selling of handmade and vintage goods.
17 Dec 2017 . Find out when and where you can watch Larry King Live episodes with
TVGuide's full tv listings - you'll never miss another moment from your favorite show! Larry
King Live: The Greatest Interviews (DVD) (MT). Celebrating his 50th anniversary in
broadcasting in 2007, Larry King is the host of Larry King Live.
14 Jun 2017 . It was May 1957, and Larry Zeiger was getting ready to go on TV for the first
time. But there was a hitch: a few minutes before airtime, the general manager of the station
called him in and asked, “What name are you going to use?” “Larry Zeiger,” Zeiger said. “You
can't use that,” the manager replied.
This is a fully packed PLR product that contains everything you'll be needing to learn from it

or to sell it. This product has been created and writing in English by professionals in this field
and then edited by a team of professional proofreaders from the USA, UK, and Australia You
can Edit the content… from api.pinterest.com.
25 Nov 2006 . For a while now, I've had this quiet fantasy of being a great TV interviewer,
one of the greatest jobs in the world. I always imagine myself talking to the most interesting
people; the famous and the infamous. I think about who would give me a hard time and who
would be a pleasure to…
Larry King talks about his stand-up tour and remembers his most difficult guest.
11 May 2016 . CNN just uploaded an interview Larry King did with David Lee Roth back in
1986, just as Eat 'Em And Smile was being released. . I was going to live in Massapequa New
York when I was engaged to Ron Kovic, but it snowed, and we came back to our house in
Venice....he was in the wheelchair and.
The best of Larry King live : the greatest interviews. Local Identifier:
http://link.4cls.org/portal/The-best-of-Larry-King-live--the-greatest/4A8cVnOel0A/; Network
Identifier: http://library.link/portal/The-best-of-Larry-King-live--the-greatest/4A8cVnOel0A/.
Larry King brings you newsmakers of every stripe – from world leaders and entertainers to
regular people changing the world or caught in the crossfire of the biggest stories of the day.
Fun and quirky segments will treat fans both old and new to a rarely seen side of Larry's
personal humor and wit.
13 Dec 2016 . Related: Larry King's 8 Ways to Make Your Cash Flow Bulletproof. If you're
wondering if I was intimidated when I sat to interview him -- the answer is absolutely. As an
entrepreneur and writer, I knew he could take me to school on the art of speaking, writing and
interviewing. What were his tips, tricks, advice.
14 Mar 2017 . For the latest in Reuters' "Life Lessons" series, King - still working constantly,
with his show "Larry King Now" on Ora TV - sat down to distill those tens of thousands of
interviews into a few words of wisdom. Q: Growing up in Brooklyn, who were your biggest
influences? A: My father was a big influence, but.
29 Apr 2007 . Larry King Live - The Greatest Interviews might seem like a contradiction in
terms, what with the longtime CNN talk show host the antithesis of the probing interviewer,
and whose show is a comparative.
By Boris Senior. Brad Garrett On Robin Williams: 'He Was A Gentle, Wonderful Man'
(VIDEO) | Larry King Now | Ora. . Why Bradley Cooper was James Lipton's most memorable
interview | Larry King Now | Ora.TV 7.6 . Robin Williams and Joan Rivers Are The Greatest
Gifts We Have | Larry King Now Ora TV 8.6. By Odelia.
17 Apr 2007 . Buy Larry King Live: Greatest Interviews Collection [3 Discs] (DVD) (English)
online and read movie reviews at Best Buy. Free shipping on thousands of items.
9 Sep 2016 . Larry King told CNN this evening that the fracas over Donald Trump doing an
interview with him that aired on Kremlin-controlled TV is "making a mountain out of a
molehill." Earlier today, Trump's rep told CNN the interview was recorded as a podcast and
was a favor to King, adding, “Mr.
Photos from the individual Larry King Live episodes are listed along with the Larry King Live
episode names when available, as are the dates of the original airing . Greatest Interviews:
Presidents, First Ladies; News Events & Scandals Guests include: Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford,
Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, George HW.
6 Dec 2017 . The Ellen Show The Complete Series DVD. New and still in packaging.
7 Jul 2017 . For the next five weeks, the Columbia Journalism Review and MaximumFun.org
will broadcast conversations with some of the world's greatest .. LIVE INTERVIEWS. Larry:
See, tape is a safety ground that I don't want. Because I was born of the moment. I didn't

know Bobby Darin was coming in. I liked that.
Celebrating his 50th anniversary in broadcasting, Larry King is the host of Larry King Live, the
first worldwide phone-in television talk show and CNN's highly rated program. This
commemorative DVD contains over eight hours of his most entertaining programming
captured from over 40,000 interviews. Segments include.
13 Aug 2014 . I've loved the charming, horny Larry King since I first read his foreword to the
book, Tough Jews, in which he reminisces on growing up in Brooklyn with future Jewish
gangsters. More recently, he's been crushing it on WTF with Marc Maron, Norm Macdonald
Live, and the Howard Stern show with.
25 Aug 2017 . Recently I've watched two interviews with the master of all interviews, Larry
King. I decided to write a post purely on this. It's timeless advice, from a career master. His
personal life is a…
Buy The Best of Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews 1st ed by Larry King (ISBN:
9781570362088) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible
orders.
Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews. Unrated,; Special Interest; Directed By: In Theaters:
On DVD: Apr 17, 2007; Warner Home Video. Larry King Live. 16 seconds. Added: Mar 18,
2011. View All Videos (1).
Jennifer Aniston, Ian Benardo, Marlon Brando, George Burns, Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton,
George Clooney, Bill Cosby, Katie Couric, Leonardo DiCaprio, Gerald Ford, Jodie Foster 海
外TVドラマ、日本のTVドラマのDVD・Blu-rayをオンライン通販アマゾンで予約・購入。
18 Mar 2015 . I never prepared a question in my life.” Of all the interviews, Frank Sinatra left
him the most star-struck. “As a kid, I'd stand at the New York Paramount and wait in line to
see him,” King says. “I think he was the greatest singer of my time. He did not do interviews.
Jackie Gleason was a friend of mine … and got.
16 Aug 2017 . Larry King. Cal Fussman (@calfussman) is a New York Times bestselling
author and a writer-at-large for Esquire magazine, where he is best known for being a primary
writer of the “What I've Learned” feature. He has transformed oral history into an art form,
conducting probing interviews with a long list of.
Lost TV Classics: Miami Undercover (DVD) TOP 100 Bestseller. $5 .95 on SALE. Alpha Video
10 DVDs for $39.90 Sale · Add to Cart · Larry King Live: Greatest Interviews Collection. 69%
OFF. Larry King Live: Greatest Interviews Collection (3-DVD). $7 .98 on SALE. Add to Cart.
(15). Bee Movie (Special Edition) (2-DVD).
Larry King mainly conducted interviews from the studio, but he also interviewed people onsite in the White House, their prison cells, their homes, and other unique locations. Critics
have claimed that Larry King asks "soft" questions in comparison to other interviewers, which
allows him to reach.
The Best of Larry King Live has 7 ratings and 1 review. Sally said: I actually never really
watched his show, but my writing mentor gave me this book whe.
It's all next on LARRY KING LIVE. Welcome. The words . Professor Stephen William
Hawking is an intellectual icon, best selling author, the greatest mind in physics since Albert
Einstein. A couple of notes . The first interview was so fascinating we wanted more and our
guest was gracious enough to agree. As you probably.
5 Jan 2011 . Amid a particularly awkward segment where Fred Armisen from Saturday Night
Live was imitating Larry King and peppering him with questions, he asked, “What's the best
interview question?” The real Larry King responded, “'Why?' is the greatest question because
you can't answer it in one word, and it.
2 Jun 2010 . CNN has released the entire transcript of the interview between LeBron James

and Larry King that took place on Tuesday and will be aired Friday night. LARRY. . But when
you live in the projects and you live in those circumstances there's nothing you can — you
can't get away from it. But sports carried.
15 Oct 2012 . The king of interviews, Larry King is on the podcast! He sits down with Chris to
talk about some of his most hilarious interviews, living his dream as a.
29 Apr 2010 . "larry king live" starts right "larry king live" starts right now. -- captions by vitac
-- www.vitac.com >> larry: tonight -- the trumps, donald and his beautiful wife melania. a rare
interview. and a look at their lives. the donald fired sandra bullock's husband, jesse james,
from "the celebrity apprentice." and sandra's.
Enjoy the best Larry King Quotes at BrainyQuote. Quotations by Larry King, American
Entertainer, Born November 19, 1933. Share with your friends.
Larry King Live: The Greatest Interviews (DVD) (MT). Celebrating his 50th anniversary in
broadcasting in 2007, Larry King is the host of Larry King Live, the first worldwide phone-in
television talk show and CNN's highest-rated program. This commemorative DVD is hosted
by Larry King in his warm, engaging style and.
19 Nov 2017 . 1986 interview with radio and TV talk show legend Larry King, conducted by
Bob Andelman.
17 Apr 2007 . Larry King celebrates his 50th anniversary in broadcasting in 2007, and this
greatest-hits compilation from his long-running CNN program serves as a potent reminder of
the host's enduring media relevance. Larry King Live, the first worldwide phone-in television
talk show, has long held the crown as CNN's.
Larry King teaches you to be a world-class communicator! . The #1 greatest question to ask
anyone (it works every time); Secrets of the world's greatest public speakers; How to prepare
for a major speech or interview when the stakes are high . BONUS #2: TWO TUITIONWAIVERS TO THE GROWTH LIVE EVENT! (Value.
Larry King: With me tonight is a very special guest. One year ago, Albert was a golden
retriever dog much like any other. Then he was uploaded to a computer, and now he has been
given a set of remarkable cognitive enhancements that enable him to reason and speak.
Thanks for joining us, Albert. Albert: I'm so excited to.
23 Nov 2012 . Check out his interview for Larry King. . In this 1989 video Larry King
interviews FM-2030 about his book Are You a Transhuman? .. FM appeared many times on
network programs such as The Today Show, Good Morning America, Live with Larry King,
Future Watch, Not for Women Only and many others.
28 Sep 2017 . Larry King is a famous American television host, best-known for his show,
'Larry King Live'. . In his long and successful broadcasting career, he has conducted more than
40,000 interviews and even became the first individual to host 'sit-downs' with most U.S.
Presidents since the time of Gerald Ford.
18 Mar 2015 . 'I fear death': Talk show legend Larry King, 81, wants to freeze his body when
he dies so he can return one day and continue to interview people. The broadcaster . King,
who spent 25 years hosting his CNN chat show Larry King Live until it ended in 2010, told
The Hill that being frozen felt 'logical' to him.
Title: The best of Larry King live : the greatest interviews. Format: Book; Edition: 1st ed.
Published: Atlanta : Turner Pub. ; Kansas City, Mo. : Distributed by Andrews and McMeel,
c1995. Description: 378 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. Portion of title: Larry King live; Contents. Bob Hope
(July 7, 1985); Stephen King (April 10, 1986); Frank.
5 Apr 2014 - 188 min - Uploaded by Илья ЗахаровDonald Trump: "I don't want to be
president" - entire 1987 CNN interview (Larry King Live .
13 Mar 2015 . In the clip above, Larry throws out the names of mainstream music's biggest

names to gauge Steel Panther's reaction. Unsurprisingly . Watch more of Larry King's
interview with Steel Panther along with an exclusive live performance of "Party Like
Tomorrow is the End of the World" at Ora.tv. To grab a copy.
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